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'He investigated his own murder': Famed S.F. detective Jack Palladino is dead One of his first investigations was also his most dangerous when he went undercover at Nassau County jail on Long Island to investigate living conditions and criminal activity by the guards and prison trustees.

Who knows where SF City Hall corruption investigation will end? James Lassart, the attorney who represented Yee on the corruption charges, said Anderson is using the same, classic organized crime tactics - wiretaps and undercover informants - that were used in the Chow

Nuru told boss about FBI investigation - that got him a second charge Nuru is accused of conspiring with Bovis and two undercover informants to bribe Airport Commissioner Linda
Crayton with $5,000 in an attempt to win a restaurant lease at San Francisco International Airport.

**Bayview befouled by illegal dumping; Recology goes undercover to fight back** In a single evening, the investigator witnessed and photographed two trucks dumping all manner of detritus onto the street. Recology presented the investigator's report to the city's Public Works Department,

**San Jose releases video showing moments before Monday's deadly police shooting of Demetrius Stanley** By Vanessa Arredondo San Jose police officials said Wednesday that Demetrius Stanley - the man shot and killed by an undercover officer Monday night - confronted the officer with a gun while the officer was

'Informant' review: Snitch plays
himself 'Informant' re-creates his own real-life acts David Lewis Informant Documentary. So we see Darby, playing himself, in reconstructed scenes in which he deals with the FBI, helps victims of Hurricane Katrina

Informant in 'dirty DUI' case tells his story If the case gets to court, the star witness will be Marino, a 41-year-old Marina district resident who looks more matinee idol than ex-cop. The chief launched an investigation, which ultimately cleared the

'Shrimp Boy' attorneys lose bid to unmask undercover agents The prosecution plans to call rebuttal witnesses Wednesday. Investigators say Chow is the leader of one of the most powerful Asian gangs in North America. Investigators say Chow is the leader and the
Judge closing courtroom in Chow case to protect undercover agents
The charges stem from a five-year undercover investigation, and prosecutors said agents posing as criminals made payoffs to Chow and his colleagues in exchange for illegal transactions and other criminal

Undercover agent testifies Chow took money to carry out crimes
To protect his identity, the public and the news media were excluded from the courtroom and watched the proceedings on a video screen in another room, with the witness hidden from view. The charges arose

'Informant !' In "The Informant ! Q:"The Informant !"The Informant !&quot;
The greatest thing that happened to them was Whitacre turning out to be a witness who was unreliable.
Yee case defense wants undercover FBI agent's name revealed Defense in Yee case wants name of undercover FBI agent revealed

By Bob Egelko Defendants in the November racketeering trial of a Chinatown organization should be able to learn the name of an undercover agent who
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